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Science. What new science. Retrieved March
20, 1:10. WP: A New York Times investigation
reveals staggering levels of violence against

transgender women and girls, including
hundreds of deaths. Trans people are being
harassed and beaten so often that many can
no longer work, and fear being killed in the

street. The NYT reported: The rise in assaults
on transgender women nationwide over the

past four years began in cities across the
nation, including New York City, San Francisco

and Boston, and has spread to hundreds of
counties, according to interviews with dozens

of law enforcement and health officials. A
disproportionate percentage of the assaults are
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among transgender women of color, raising
concerns about whether increased social

isolation due to transgender-related stigma
and racism is contributing to the problem. Last
month the New York Times published an earlier

story about violence against transgender
women, in which it found that transgender girls
and women in the U.S. face significantly higher
rates of harassment, intimidation and violence.

The current article expands on that
examination by chronicling the many deaths of

trans women and girls across the country,
some of whom were killed in street

confrontations. It was only last year that a vote
for the first-ever trans-inclusive

antidiscrimination law occurred in Houston.
The Board of Commissioners voted 5-0 in July

to pass a municipal ordinance protecting
people from discrimination on the basis of
gender identity and expression. However,

Governor Greg Abbott has already signed a bill
in Texas that will effectively nullify the

ordinance and critics fear the state will attempt
to ban any legislation concerning gender

identity. If the state legislature succeeds in
passing its discriminatory measure, it would

give TX bigots the power to impose
punishment on individuals (specifically trans
people) on the basis of their gender identity.
The state would also force the U.S. Supreme
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Court to revisit the landmark Obergefell
decision, which legalized marriage equality

nationwide. The time to act is now. Stand with
transgender people across the nation by

signing the petition below.Q: Use Groupby in
Python to Accumulate Rows I'm trying to get
the first row of a file with multiple rows in a
Groupby loop. I'm only interested in the first

row of a group in this case. The approach
below is non-accurate when there are multiple
rows of data. import pandas as pd group_dict =

{}
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